
AMD issues a warning on revenue 
 
Intel's new products put pressure on sales 
 
Advanced Micro Devices warned Monday that it was unlikely to meet its first-quarter revenue 
target of $1.6 billion to $1.7 billion, the latest in a series of disappointments for the struggling 
chip maker. 
 
AMD is hurting from a brutal price competition with its larger rival Intel, and has been 
punished by investors for a product lineup that some say is in dire need of an upgrade. 
The company, based in Sunnyvale, California, did not disclose details of the revenue shortfall 
in a brief statement before financial markets opened Monday. The chief executive, Hector Ruiz, 
was expected to update the company's guidance later in the day. 
 
"The pricing environment is very competitive," Ruiz told a Morgan Stanley investment 
conference. "It has been for quite some time, and we expect that to continue." 
This was the second consecutive quarter that AMD has warned that it would miss estimates. 
 
The company has been engaged in a fierce battle to win market share from Intel, which held 
74.4 percent of the computer chip market in the fourth quarter. AMD had a roughly 25 percent 
share, according to data from Mercury Research. 
 
In afternoon trading Monday, shares of AMD were down 33 cents at $13.85 on the New York 
Stock Exchange, after falling as low as $13.53. Intel shares were up 3 cents at $19.25 on the 
Nasdaq Stock Market. 
 
Cody Acree, an analyst with Stifel Nicolaus, said the decline in AMD shares may have been 
tempered by the fact that stock price already reflected diminished investor hopes. 
"I don't think anybody was expecting strength from AMD," he said. 
(AP, Reuters, Bloomberg) 
 
Chip sales climb 9.2 percent 
Worldwide sales of semiconductors rose 9.2 percent to $21.5 billion in January from a year 
earlier as economic confidence buoyed demand for consumer products like mobile phones and 
computers, Bloomberg News reported from Berlin. 
Chip sales declined 1.2 percent from $21.7 billion in December, the U.S. Semiconductor 
Industry Association said. 
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